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**Lion**
n.d.
Unknown marble

**Vasque**
n.d.
Unknown marble

**Fountain Ornament**
n.d.
Unknown marble

**Bench**
n.d.
Unknown marble

**Lion**
n.d.
Unknown marble

**Chair**
n.d.
Unknown marble

**Seat**
n.d.
Unknown marble
Venus Blindfolded by Cupid
1876
limestone

Alpheus and Arethusa
1700-1725
limestone

Bacchus
16th Century
Unknown
limestone

Bacchus
16th Century
Unknown
limestone

Apollo and Child
ca. 1850-1900
Unknown
marble on white marble pedestal

Orpheus and Euridice
1700-1750
limestone

Vasque
n.d.
Unknown
marble

Vasque
n.d.
Unknown
marble

Vasque
n.d.
Unknown
marble
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Fountain
17th Century
Unknown, Italian, 17th Century
Istrian stone

Two Cupids
n.d.
Unknown, French, 18th Century
stone

Hebe
1900-1917
Jacques-François-Joseph Saly
white marble

Allegorical Figure
late 17th Century
limestone

Boy with Dog
n.d.
Unknown, French, 18th Century
stone

Musician
late 17th Century
limestone
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Sanguinity
late 17th Century
limestone

Flattery
late 17th Century
limestone

Majesty
late 17th Century
limestone

Allegorical Figure
late 17th Century
limestone

Peace
late 17th Century
limestone

A Virtue
late 17th Century
limestone
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**Mars**
late 17th Century
limestone

**Falsehood**
late 17th Century
limestone

**Allegorical Figure**
late 17th Century
limestone

**Allegorical Figure**
late 17th Century
limestone

**Allegorical Figure**
late 17th Century
limestone

**Flora**
late 17th Century
limestone
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- **Hymenaeus**
  - late 17th Century
  - limestone

- **Fright**
  - late 17th Century
  - limestone

- **A Virtue**
  - late 17th Century
  - limestone

- **Juno**
  - late 17th Century
  - limestone

- **Constancy**
  - late 17th Century
  - limestone

- **Bacchus**
  - late 17th Century
  - limestone
Well Head  
18th Century  
Unknown, German, 18th Century wrought iron

Unidentified Figure  
n.d.  
Unknown, Italian limestone

Time  
n.d.  
Unknown limestone

Truth  
n.d.  
Unknown limestone

Unidentified Figure  
n.d.  
Unknown, Italian limestone

Unidentified Figure  
n.d.  
Unknown, Italian limestone
Pan
n.d.
Unknown, Italian
limestone

Male Figure
n.d.
Unknown, Italian
limestone

Allegorical Figure
1600-1650
limestone

Mars
1700-1750
limestone

Allegory of Harvest
1700-1750
limestone

Allegorical Figure
1600-1650
limestone
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**Temple of Love**
ca. 1765
Angel-Jacques Gabriel
stone from Porchefontaine

**L'Amour Captif de la Jeunesse**
ca. 1850-1900
Unknown
limestone on a limestone pedestal

**Boy with a Dolphin**
n.d.
Andrea del Verrocchio
bronze

**William Shakespeare**
n.d.
R. C. de Boer
marble?

**Saint Francis of Assisi**
1924-1926
Clara Leonora Huntington
bronze

**Urne**
n.d.
Unknown
marble
Harnadryade
ca.1850-1900
Unknown
cast terracotta on sandstone pedestals

Amalthée
1800-1900
Unknown
cast terracotta on sandstone pedestal

Flora
ca. 1850-1900
Unknown
cast terracotta on sandstone pedestals

The Boar Hunt
1875-1900
Jacques Houzeau
bronze

Boy, Nude
1875-1900
Edmé Bouchardon
marble

Girl, Nude
1875-1900
Edmé Bouchardon
marble

Girl, Nude
1875-1900
Edmé Bouchardon
marble

Girl, Nude
1875-1900
Edmé Bouchardon
marble
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The Stag Hunt
1875-1900
Jacques Houzeau
bronze

Diana
ca. 1850-1900
Unknown
terracotta on a sandstone pedestal

Vase
n.d.
Unknown
stone

Fountain
n.d.
Unknown
marble

Earth
ca. 1750
Unknown
stone

Air
ca. 1750
Unknown
stone
Hercules and Telephos
c. 1648
Hubert Le Sueur
bronze

Diana
ca. 1750
Unknown
stone
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**Vase**
- n.d.
- Unknown, French, 18th Century
- limestone

**Vase**
- n.d.
- Unknown, French, 18th Century
- limestone

**Vase**
- 18th Century
- Unknown, French, 18th Century
- marble

**Vase**
- n.d.
- Unknown, French, 18th Century
- limestone

**Fountain**
- ca. 1860
- Unknown
- cast-iron

**Mercury**
- n.d.
- Giambologna
- bronze
Untitled
1979-2003
Sam Francis
corten steel

Sounding Sculpture
ca. 1970
Harry Bertoia
beryllium-copper rods with brass
tops and base